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9.00.00 THE POSITION CLASSIFICATION PLAN

A. Definitions

1. A "position" is a group of currently assigned duties and responsibilities requiring the permanent employment of one person. A position may be occupied or vacant.

2. A "position level" is a numerical value representing the evaluation of the position based on nationally recognized criteria, including the training, initiative, responsibility, job conditions and supervision required of the respective position.

3. "Full-time Permanent" - A position established in the budget as a permanent, recurring position. Employment must be for nine (9) or more months per fiscal year and considered full-time weekly employment requiring forty (40) hours of work per week.

4. "Full-time Temporary" - A position not established in the budget as a permanent, recurring position. Employment must be for a period of less than nine (9) months per fiscal year and considered full-time weekly employment, but only for a special assignment or project not expected to recur on a continuing basis. Employment must require forty (40) hours of work per week.

5. "Part-time Permanent" - A position established in the budget as a permanent, recurring position. Employment must be for nine (9) or more months per fiscal year and at least thirty (30) hours per week, but less than full-time weekly employment. Curriculum faculty employment must be for nine (9) or more months per fiscal year and teach at least a half-time load to meet the definition of part-time permanent.

6. "Part-time Temporary and/or Hourly" - A position not established in the budget as a permanent or recurring position. Employment is for less than nine (9) months per fiscal year and/or less than full-time weekly employment. Any employee working less than thirty (30) hours per week will be in this category as well as most employees working less than forty (40) hours per week. Most employees in this category are paid at an hourly rate.

B. Responsibility for Administration

The President shall be responsible for administering the Position Classification Plan. The President may delegate responsibility to the Executive Vice President.
C. Determination of New Position Level

The level of a new position in the Richmond Community College Staff Salary Plan will be determined using the same criteria for evaluation of all staff positions.

The appropriate Vice President, after consultation with the Director of Human Resources, will make a recommendation to the college President who makes the final decision. The College may approve the use of an outside consultant to assist in this process and conduct all new position level assignments.

In the event the key job duties and responsibilities of an existing position are significantly changed, the appropriate Vice President, after consultation with the Director of Human Resources, will make a recommendation to the President regarding whether or not it is, in fact, a new position or if it is an existing position that has had a significant change in duties. The President will determine whether the position is a new position or an existing “changed” position. Once the President makes this determination, the position will be evaluated and leveled in accordance with the appropriate section of this plan.

The maximum salary offer should not be beyond the mid-point of the level unless there are extenuating circumstances at which point the President of the college must approve all salary offers beyond the mid-point of the appropriate level range.

D. Classification Appeals

If an employee has facts which indicate to him that his position is improperly classified, the employee shall seek relief through the existing grievance procedure contained in Section 8.09.00 of this Manual.

9.01.00 ADMINISTRATION OF THE PAY PLAN

A. New Employees

1. Faculty

The Faculty Salary Computation Worksheet is used to compute the annual salaries of new faculty members or current staff members that are transferring to faculty. The explanations below will assist in the completion of the form. Note: Only one category will be allowed for each qualifying year of experience or portion of a year of experience.
• Years of full-time experience at the College in related field – Someone with a CPA degree working in the finance department may desire to teach Accounting.
• Years of full-time experience at the College in unrelated field – Someone with an accounting degree working in the finance department may desire to teach History.
• Post-secondary experience is considered to be full-time experience at an accredited institution of higher learning.
• Secondary experience is full-time experience at the high school level or lower.
• Years of adjunct or part-time experience relative to the College’s assignment – This is experience that will assist in the performance of the faculty position
• Years of documented non-teaching experience in specific field of instruction – This is experience directly related to the teaching position. An example would be someone who has been driving a tractor trailer being hired to teach in the truck driving training program.
• Length of Contracts – These two lines include the number of months in the primary contract plus the number of months in any supplemental contracts.
• Total Annual Salary – This amount is the result of multiplying the total monthly salary by the total number of months in all contracts and must agree with the total salary shown on the Hiring Certification Form.

This form must be signed by the Vice President for Instruction and kept in the employee’s personnel file.

Advancement from one rank of Faculty to another is based upon achieving the appropriate relative number of years at RCC as shown below.

**Instructor:** First five years of service.
**Assistant Professor:** After five (5) full years of service.
**Associate Professor:** After ten (10) full years of service.
**Full Professor:** After fifteen (15) full years of service.

2. **Staff**

The *Staff Salary Computation Worksheet* is used to compute the annual salaries for new staff or current staff that transfer to other staff positions or current part-time staff who transfer to a full time position.

In the event there is a shortage of qualified candidates available for the position or it is determined to be in the best interest of the College to employ an individual with a
particular set of skills relevant to the position, a “Market Demand Factor” may be applied regardless of whether the salary computation is below or above the mid-point. Any requests for a market demand factor must be approved by the President of the College.

Faculty of Richmond Community College who transfer to a “staff” position will have their beginning staff pay calculated as follows:

- Once the level of the position has been determined, the salary will be computed using the *Staff Salary Computation Worksheet*.
- The maximum salary for which faculty will be eligible shall be the mid-point of the position level salary range to which they are being assigned. Any pay assignment greater than the mid-point must be approved by the President of the College.

B. **Probationary Employment Period**

A probationary period of employment of one (1) year from date of hire shall apply to all full-time and part-time permanent employees. The employee shall receive evaluations at least each semester during the period of probationary employment; thereafter, evaluation shall be at the same time as for all other employees. A probationary employee may be released at any time during the probationary period when documentation supports lack of successful employment.

C. **Recognition of Advanced Degrees**

The College encourages its employees to improve their education by pursuing and achieving advanced degrees. Full-time employees in permanent allotted positions who earn an academic degree higher than the one held at the time of employment shall receive an increase in compensation according to the following conditions:

- The employee must receive approval in writing from the appropriate Vice President before the coursework begins, which indicates that additional compensation will be forthcoming subsequent to the degree being awarded.
- The employee must provide evidence of coursework completion and the degree awarded.
- The degree must be conferred by an institution of higher education accredited by one of the six regional accrediting agencies recognized by the U.S. Department of Education and must be directly related to the employee’s work at the College.
- Degrees acceptable for the increase are: Associates, Bachelors, Masters, and Doctorate.
• No increase shall be given for the attainment of the next higher degree to employees hired with the written understanding that completion of such a degree is a condition for continued employment.
• During periods of limited budget availability, the Administration may declare a moratorium on implementing pay increases for earned higher degrees with the provision that employees who otherwise qualify would receive their increase at the beginning of the next fiscal year after which funds become available. In such cases, no retroactive increase will be provided to compensate for the moratorium period.
• Upon attaining an additional or higher degree, the salary increase will be implemented at the beginning of the next fiscal year contract period. Employees who are candidates to receive an advanced degree must notify the Director of Human Resources by May 1st to be eligible to receive the salary increase at the next effective date. Faculty and Staff employed as of July 1, 2013 that can provide proof of documented continuous enrollment to include the spring 2013 semester, will be allowed to participate in this policy. Any new enrollments are subject to prior approval.

**Staff**

The amount of the annual pay increase shall be set in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Level</th>
<th>Associate</th>
<th>Bachelors</th>
<th>Masters</th>
<th>Doctorate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Degree</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Faculty**

The amount of the monthly pay increase shall be set in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Level</th>
<th>Associate</th>
<th>Bachelors</th>
<th>Masters</th>
<th>Doctorate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Degree</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td></td>
<td>$125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Chair Appointments (Curriculum Faculty ONLY)

1. When a Department Chairperson vacancy occurs, the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer will review applications for the position and the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer will make an appointment subject to the approval of the President.

2. Department Chairpersons carry additional responsibilities above those of lead instructors. In recognition of these additional responsibilities, Department Chairs will receive a $3,600 annual supplement, payable monthly and, it is recommended, they will have only nine to ten hours of instruction each semester. Department Chairs are on a twelve month schedule with a supplemental contract of three months prepared at the same rate of compensation as their base contract.

3. At the point that a faculty member no longer has the additional responsibilities of a department chair, any remaining supplement and release time will be forfeited. However, there will be no loss of years of service or any other benefits available to faculty.

E. Employee Recognition and Compensation for Meritorious Efforts

In order to create and promote a culture of innovation and continuous improvement throughout the college, a system will be implemented and administered to identify, recognize, and provide compensation for RCC employees that go above and beyond the stated expectations of their position and

- Implement an improvement in process, service, or delivery on their individual initiative
- Implement a significant cost savings idea
- Generate additional resources for the college
- Provide successful leadership to a college committee
- Successfully fulfill special assignments that have college-wide impact

A procedure to collect nominations for meritorious efforts that meet the above criteria will be developed and implemented through the President’s Office. Recognition and compensation of the accomplishment will be made at college-wide employee meetings. Compensation will be made as a non-recurring bonus.

F. Reassignment to a Position in a Lower Level
If the assignment is to a level lower than the current level, the employee’s new rate of pay will be determined as follows:

1. If the assignment to the lower level is required by the College, the employee’s rate of pay will be the maximum of the new level to which the employee is assigned or the employee’s current rate of pay, whichever is lower, unless otherwise approved by the President.
   If the assignment to the lower level is the result of a request from the employee, the new rate of pay will be at the same point within the new range as the employee’s previous rate of pay in the previous range, or the employee’s salary as computed on the staff salary computation worksheet, whichever is greater.

G. **Reassignment to a Position in a Higher Level**

Employees may be selected for a position in a higher level than their current assignment. When this happens, the employee will be eligible to receive an increase in pay to at least the minimum of the salary range of the new position level or an increase of 5.0%, whichever is greater. Any exception to this must be approved by the President of the College.

If the new position is two or more levels higher than the current assignment, the *Staff Salary Computation Worksheet* should be used to determine the salary for the new position.

G. **Transfers**

There shall be no immediate change in the salary rate of an employee who is transferred, unless his salary is below the approved minimum of the new position. If an employee is transferred to a position in a class having a higher pay grade than the class from which he was transferred, such change shall be deemed a promotion and the provisions governing promotions shall apply.

Employees applying for a position having a lower pay grade then the one they are currently at shall be classified as an applicant. If they are chosen for the position for which they applied, they shall be covered by the pay provisions for New Employees covered in Part A of this section.

H. **Demotions**

When an employee is demoted to a lower class position, he shall be paid at a rate that is within the approved range for the lower class position. The rate of pay shall be set by the President.
K. **Reinstated Employees**

A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate within the approved salary range for the position to which he is reinstated.

L. **Acting Positions**

When an employee assumes an acting position at a higher classification for over three (3) months, he may be paid at a salary rate within the approved salary range of the higher position for the duration of the temporary holding of the position. When a position is a time-shared acting position for more than three (3) months, the employee will be paid the pro rata share of the salaries for each of the positions held.

M. **Overtime for Non-Instructional Employees**

Non-exempt employees shall receive either compensatory time or overtime pay for hours in excess of 40 hours per week (see paragraph 9.17.00). Exempt employees do not receive overtime pay.

*History Note: Temporary Amendment Effective: August 7, 2012 freeze on annual increments for degree increments, merit pay, and service increments was lifted. However, due to budget constraints, employees who were scheduled to receive service increments in FY 2012-13 will receive the service increment in FY 2013-14 pending state funds availability.*

### 9.02.00 ADMINISTRATIVE SALARY ADJUSTMENT

A. **Responsibility for Administration**

The President shall be responsible for administering the Pay Plan for all positions. He shall be responsible for working out arrangements which will insure the administration of the Plan within each classification of employees on an equitable basis.

The Executive Vice President, under the supervision of the President, shall be responsible for the details of administration.

B. **Interpretation**

The Board of Trustees shall be responsible for decisions interpreting the application of the Plan to pay problems which are not specifically covered by this resolution, using the principles expressed herein as a policy guide.
9.03.00 – 9.06.00  SECTIONS DELETED – SEE SECTIONS 9.00.00 – 9.01.00

9.07.00  POLICY ON PART-TIME PERMANENT POSITIONS

A part-time permanent position shall be created when a position is expected to last a minimum of nine (9) months in a fiscal year and require at least thirty (30) hours a week. This applies to all categories of employees.

A. Employment Requirements

Employees in part-time permanent positions shall sign annual contracts.

B. Benefits

Employees in part-time permanent positions are eligible for state longevity, sick leave, holidays, and annual leave benefits. Employees working 30 or more hours per week are eligible to participate in the State Retirement Plan and receive state medical benefits, the same as a full-time employee.

C. Employment Procedure

Vice Presidents shall recommend to the President, for approval, the establishment of part-time permanent positions.

Part-time permanent administrative positions will be filled from applicant files which have met the requirements of the College's hiring plan.

9.08.00  SUPPLEMENTAL AND OVERLOAD TEACHING BY PERMANENT CURRICULUM FACULTY AND PERMANENT STAFF MEMBERS AND ADMINISTRATORS

Permanent full-time and part-time curriculum faculty has their instructional loads approved each semester by the respective Department Chairperson and the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer. Based upon the needs of the College, the recommendation of the Department Chair and the approval of the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer, permanent faculty may be assigned classes in excess of their normal load during any scheduled term.

Reference is made to the College Policy Manual, section 8.24.A.1. If, based on that policy, a faculty member is in an overload situation, he/she is to be paid for the calculated overload at an hourly rate based on the faculty member’s current hourly rate or the adjunct faculty rate, whichever is greater, not to exceed $36.00 per hour. This compensation should be included in their normal check.
Summer employment for faculty is not guaranteed. Provided that adequate enrollment exists, full time faculty will be given the opportunity to teach summer courses. If adequate full time faculty is not available to meet the summer demand, adjunct faculty will be used to meet the summer need. In all cases, the rate of pay for summer employment of faculty will be based on the faculty member’s current hourly rate or the associated adjunct faculty rate, whichever is greater, not to exceed $36.00 per hour.

Permanent staff members and administrators may be asked to teach classes outside of their normal workweek. Current RCC employees that serve as adjunct faculty for the College shall be paid their hourly rate of pay or the associated adjunct faculty rate, whichever is greater, not to exceed $36.00 per hour. Assignment to and approval of overload classes is at the discretions of the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer and the supervisor of the assigned staff member.

A. Adjunct Faculty

It is understood that the College needs adjunct faculty to fulfill its educational requirements. When it becomes necessary to employ adjunct faculty in the Curriculum programs, their compensation will be based on the appropriate adjunct hourly rate as defined below. It is also understood that adjunct faculty do not receive any benefits available to full time faculty such as medical coverage or retirement unless required by law.

Adjunct Faculty Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree Type</th>
<th>Hourly Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diploma, Associates Degree or Equivalent</td>
<td>$26.50/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td>$28.50/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s Degree</td>
<td>$29.50/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral Degree</td>
<td>$32.50/hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.09.00 EMPLOYEE CONTRACTS

A. Full-Time and Permanent Part-Time Employees

State community college law does not permit tenure. Therefore, Richmond Community College shall have fiscal year contracts with each permanent full-time employee and permanent part-time employee. The format shall be approved annually prior to the contract date.
Each permanent full-time and permanent part-time employee shall sign a contract prior to receiving the first paycheck in a fiscal year. Refusal to sign a contract shall make one an “employee at will” and shall be grounds for termination of employment. New contracts will be issued prior to the beginning of each fiscal year, upon initial hire, and upon promotion or demotion in position, or change in conditions of employment or funding.

Contracts, except for curriculum faculty, shall contain salary information, conditions of employment, and conditions on availability of funds as necessary. Contracts for curriculum faculty will be issued based upon the needs of the College, the recommendation of the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer, and approval of the President.

Curriculum faculty contracts shall contain the contractual period, instructional discipline, annual salary, conditions of employment, and conditions on availability of funds as necessary. The College has determined that the contracts for all full time curriculum faculty will be nine months. Consequently, supplemental contracts of one, two, or three month duration will be written if additional workload demands it. The level of compensation for these supplemental contracts will be the same as the base contract.

B. Part-Time Temporary Contracts

Part-time instructional and tutorial contracts are for time-specified employment periods not to exceed one semester. All other part-time contracts are not to exceed twelve (12) months or one fiscal year. Part-time employees shall sign a contract prior to receiving a paycheck. The signing of a part-time temporary contract is for that time period only and does not constitute a guarantee of any future contracts. Contracts shall contain pay rate, dates of employment, plus any conditions for employment or source of funding as necessary.

Signed contracts for both curriculum and Workforce and Economic Development part-time instructors must be turned in to the appropriate department head by the first day of the class. Part-time temporary employees do not have grievance rights, if at the completion of their current contract, no new contract is issued.

9.10.00 NON-RENEWAL OF PERMANENT EMPLOYEES

During the performance evaluation process or at other times if enrollment or other employment conditions warrant, a supervisor or respective Vice President may decide to recommend non-renewal of an employee’s contract. The supervisor must
forward the recommendation with supporting documentation to the appropriate Vice President for review. If the Vice President supports the recommendation, it is then forwarded to the President. The President’s decision on the renewal of contracts is final. No cause is implied or expressed in the non-renewal of an employee’s contract.

In the event that a recommendation for non-renewal is made and approved by the President, the employee will be given thirty (30) days' notice. The status of all employees will be reported annually to the Board of Trustees.

9.11.00 EMPLOYEE RESIGNATION POLICY

At the beginning of each employment period, employees at Richmond Community College are expected to sign a contract which describes any specific employment terms or conditions to be met by the employee, and includes a statement of the time period covered by the contract. This contract is a legal document that binds both the employee and the employer (Richmond Community College) to the conditions of the contract.

Employees who desire to terminate their employment with the College, within the time frame contained in the contract, are expected to give the College sufficient prior written notice of this intent: as classified by FLSA guidelines, non-exempt employees must give fourteen (14) calendar days' notice; exempt employees must give thirty (30) calendar days' notice.

Resignation must be made by a letter which states the employee's intent, and which specifies the effective date of resignation. The resignation letter is addressed to the employee's supervisor with a copy to the President and to the Human Resource Office and Business Office. The last day of work is the date of separation.

The President is responsible for writing the acceptance of resignation letter and the Director of Human Resources conducts the exit interview with the employee.

9.12.00 PERSONNEL/PAYROLL RECORDS

Employee's Personnel Payroll File

The following forms must be completed by a new employee within three days of the contract beginning date. Employees will not be added to the payroll until all required documents have been completed and turned into the Business Office.

1. Application for Employment.
2. I-9 Form.
3. Documentation to support I-9 Form.
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5. NC 4, W-4, other tax withholding information.
6. Personnel/Payroll Information Sheet.

The following records are also required in the Employee's Personnel Payroll File for all employees who are eligible for benefits:

1. Retirement Application (As of October 2007, this item is no longer completed due to process changes with the Retirement System.)
2. Insurance Application(s).

These forms must be on file in the Director of Human Resources office before the employee can be entered into the payroll system.

9.13.00 PAY CHECKS

Direct deposits are made and payroll checks are distributed on the last working day of each month. If the last day of the month falls on a holiday or a weekend, the last working day prior to this date will be the payroll date.

Pay periods for salaried employees are from the first to the last day of each month. For most hourly-paid employees, the pay period is from the first through the last working day of the prior month.

Pay for salaried employees will be deposited directly in the employee's bank(s) of choice and a statement with the amount, deductions, and leave time earned and used placed in the employee's mailbox.

9.14.00 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS

Federal, state and social security taxes shall be deducted as required by law. For full-time permanent employees, deductions for the State Employees' and Teachers' Retirement Fund are made. Retirement deductions are currently six (6) percent of gross salary; this deduction is not subject to federal and state tax. The state matches the retirement at a specified rate which changes periodically.

Dependent health insurance, if elected, is deducted each month. The Personnel Office maintains a file of current information on the health plan. Individual employees are responsible for ensuring group insurance is effective before terminating a private policy.
The Business Office can process deductions for the State Employees' Credit Union, the 401K plan of North Carolina, United Way, Richmond Community College Foundation pledges, insurance premiums, or other deductions as offered under the Optional Benefit Plan on behalf of the employee. It is the responsibility of the individual employee to periodically review and update such contributions as necessary.

9.15.00 MONTHLY TIMESHEETS

Salaried, exempt employees do not turn in monthly timesheets. Hourly paid employees and salaried, nonexempt employees must submit timesheets to be approved by their supervisor.

Failure of hourly paid employees to turn in their forms by the time specified will delay payment for the period until the following month.

A. Timekeeping Requirements

Nonexempt employees are subject to certain timekeeping requirements:

1. Each of these employees must fill out a timesheet each workday. The entries on the timesheet will be made upon arriving for work, when beginning the lunch period, when returning from lunch, and when leaving work for the day.

2. The exact time must be recorded for each entry, and the hours and minutes worked that day must be entered on the appropriate line, with the total for the week entered in a like manner on the last workday of each week.

B. Federal Grant Time and Effort Records

Any employee working in support of and paid from federal grant funds must submit time and effort reports monthly to the Business Office.

9.16.00 WORKWEEK

The "workweek" of the College is defined as that period of time extending from 12:01 a.m. on Monday to 12:00 midnight on Sunday. The "normal workday" can begin and end at different times for different employees, as determined by one’s supervisor and Vice President. Full-time employees are expected to work forty (40) hours per week.

The Fair Labor Standards Act requires employers to compensate nonexempt employees, for hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a regular workweek, by means of overtime pay or compensatory time.
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When an employee works less than forty (40) hours in a week, the supervisor is to instruct the Controller whether the employee's pay is to be docked or vacation time is to be charged or advanced, and the amount.

**Pay Calculation for Working Less Than a Full Month**

Using the hourly wage method, the employee's hourly rate of pay will be multiplied by the number of hours in pay status (either working or on paid leave). If the employee is in pay status through a holiday, or for 1/2 or more of the workdays and holidays in the month in case of short periods of leave without pay, pay is received for the holiday. Pay is not received for a holiday that occurs before the beginning date of employment or after the last day of work when an employee separates or goes on extended (over half the workdays in a month) leave without pay. Exceptions: If a holiday falls at the first of a month and the employee begins work on the first available workday, pay is received for the holiday. Likewise, if the holiday falls at the end of the month and the employee is in pay status through the last available workday, pay is received for the holiday.

**9.17.00 OVERTIME AND COMPENSATORY TIME POLICY**

Richmond Community College acknowledges its desire to be fair and honest in its personnel policies at all levels. The College subscribes to the concept and provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). (FLSA guidelines can be found at www.dol.gov.)

Exempt employees, under the FLSA terms of exemptions as Executive, Administrative, or Professional, are exempt from hours of work and overtime pay standards. No employee whose position is designated as exempt from overtime compensation provisions shall be paid in any way for hours worked in excess of forty in a workweek.

Nonexempt employees can work more than eight (8) hours in a day, but no more than forty (40) hours in a week, and not be entitled to overtime compensation. Overtime will be worked only with the prior written approval of the supervisor. A nonexempt employee may not decide on his own to work overtime. The supervisor in each department is responsible for scheduling work time for all employees so overtime is kept to a minimum.

Maintenance employees are compensated at a rate equal to time and a half for any overtime worked in a week. Other employees who are subject to the Act receive compensatory time off at a rate of one and one-half hour for each hour of overtime worked.
Compensatory Time

1. Compensatory time off must be granted as long as the employee has given adequate prior written notice for the time off to his immediate supervisor. The use of the compensatory time must not unduly disrupt the operations of the College.

2. Compensatory time cannot be taken in advance; i.e., the time off cannot be taken in a week before the week in which the overtime occurred.

9.18.00 BREAKS AND LUNCHES

The College makes provision for time away from one's regular workstation for "breaks" and for lunch.

A. Breaks

Those employees who are normally expected to work a forty (40) hour week are given the opportunity to be excused from their duties briefly in the morning and in the afternoon. "Breaks" will normally be taken at mid-morning and at mid-afternoon at a time approved by the departmental supervisor.

Time away from one's workstation while on "break" is compensated time and must not be abused. Strict adherence to the 15-minute maximum "break" period is expected.

"Breaks" can be used only in the time designated and may not be "saved" for early departure, appointments, shopping, or other personal uses other than those already indicated.

B. Lunches

Labor regulations mandate that the lunch period be taken away from one's normal work station. The lunch period is not compensated time and employees should not be asked to perform any of their normal duties during this period.

9.19.00 VOLUNTEER WORK

Recognizing that volunteers play an important role in supporting the College, it is necessary to provide a means to accept volunteers and allow them to apply their efforts towards fulfilling the College mission in a safe and effective manner.

Volunteers are not employees of the College and receive no compensation or employee benefits of any type in exchange for their services or work. In order to be recognized as a College volunteer, an individual must be formally approved as a
volunteer by the Vice President of the respective area, with documentation on file in the Personnel Office and a volunteer assignment provided by his/her supervisor. Included in the required documentation is a waiver of liability towards the College. Parental or guardian approval is required for all volunteers under the age of 18.

Potential volunteers will be requested to submit to a criminal background check. Volunteers will abide by all College policies and procedures and work at the pleasure of the institution, with no term of service expressed or implied.

The Supervisor of the volunteer is directly responsible for providing all necessary training and instructions for the assigned work. In the event of any accident or policy violation, the supervisor must immediately report all details to the Human Resource Office. Volunteer assignments will not include any work that requires access to the college administrative computer system, employee and payroll records, or is not in compliance with federal or state student privacy laws.

**9.20.00 LEAVE REQUEST**

All employees will request leave prior to their absence, unless unable to do so in case of illness. In that instance, the Leave Form is to be completed immediately upon their return. The Leave Form is to be submitted to the immediate supervisor for approval. Each employee’s monthly paycheck stub or direct deposit receipt reflects the amount of leave earned to date, and the amount of leave taken and turned in to the Business Office.

**9.21.00 ANNUAL LEAVE**

A. **Amount Earned - Full-Time Permanent Employees**

Each full-time permanent employee, except curriculum faculty, who is working or on paid leave for one-half or more of the regularly scheduled workdays in any month earns annual leave. The rate is based on the length of aggregate service.

Curriculum faculty employed on a permanent basis earn personal days as outlined below, in lieu of earning annual leave under the provisions of this paragraph.

Many employees are scheduled to work eight (8) hours per day. Since there are other schedules due to the nature of the work, annual leave rates are stated in terms of hours rather than days; this requires no conversion for special schedules. Annual leave for employees shall be computed at the following rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of Aggregate Service</th>
<th>Hours Earned Each Month</th>
<th>Hours Earned In One Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Based on 12-Month Employment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Curriculum faculty members earn personal days based upon length of service. Personal days are awarded on an academic year basis, and summer school if applicable, and are non-cumulative and non-transferable. A faculty member is credited with personal days effective the first day of the term of their contract. Personal leave for curriculum faculty shall be computed at the following rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of Aggregate Service</th>
<th>Days Earned Each Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 years</td>
<td>4 days + 1 day Summer Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 but less than 10 years</td>
<td>5 days + 1 day Summer Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years or more</td>
<td>6 days + 1 day Summer Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Amount Earned - Part-Time Permanent Employees

Part-time permanent employees who work half-time or more for at least nine (9) consecutive months will earn vacation, sick leave, and personal days (for curriculum faculty only) on the percent of full-time for the position designated on the Employment Contract.

A part-time permanent employee (except curriculum faculty) who is employed on a continuing basis with a permanent part-time appointment shall earn annual leave on a pro rata basis if he works as much as one-half or more of the scheduled workdays in a month. The leave shall be computed on a pro rata basis as follows:

30 hours per week 3/4 FT rate

Personal days for all curriculum faculty employed on a permanent part-time basis will be awarded on a pro rata basis of full-time faculty. This applies only to faculty with contracts extending throughout the entire academic year. Personal days are accounted for by the Curriculum Office.

C. Maximum Accumulation and Conversion

Annual leave can be accumulated on a monthly basis during each calendar year at rates consistent with current college annual leave policy. The maximum amount of
annual leave that may be carried forward from one calendar year to the next is 240 hours.

All curriculum faculty employed on a permanent basis prior to July 1, 1997 who elect coverage under personal days (see 9.21.00 A above) will retain their current accumulated annual leave balances up to 240 hours. Such accumulated balances shall remain on account until converted to sick leave (see below), incrementally used in accordance with current policies or upon termination of employment (see paragraph 9.21.00 J). Faculty not earning annual leave can neither donate nor receive annual leave in accordance with the Shared Leave Policy.

On December 31 of each year, any employee who has annual leave in excess of the allowed accumulation of 240 hours (30 days) shall have that leave converted to sick leave. There is no limit to the accumulation of sick leave.

D. Aggregate Service

Aggregate service shall include, on a month-for-month basis, all permanent employment with the state, whether such service was exempt from, or subject to, the Personnel Act. Credit shall also be given for:

1. Employment with other governmental units which are now state agencies (for example: county highway maintenance forces, War Manpower Commission, and the judicial system).
2. Authorized military leave.
3. Employment with the county Agricultural Extension Service, community college system, and the public schools of North Carolina with the provision that a school year is equivalent to one (1) full year.
4. Employment with a local mental health, public health, social services or civil defense agency in North Carolina.

The College may advance annual leave not to exceed the amount an employee can earn during the current fiscal year or the difference between the amount of accumulated leave carried forward and the maximum allowable.

E. Advancement of Annual Leave

The President is authorized, at his discretion, to advance leave to employees with less than six (6) months of service when the College is closed and vacation days are required to be taken by all employees.

Employees for whom leave is advanced will repay the advance by service before more leave is used. Any employee who has a negative leave balance at the end of the
fiscal year will have a deduction made from his July paycheck to reimburse leave overpayment.

F. Scheduling Annual Leave and Personal Days

Annual leave shall be taken only upon authorization of the College and upon approval by the employee’s supervisor who shall designate such time when leave will least interfere with the efficient operation of the College.

Personal days shall be taken by curriculum faculty only with the approval of their Department Chair, and the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer. As faculty covered under the personal days’ option are required to be on campus only for scheduled instruction and required College activities, personal days are taken for absence from scheduled activities. Although personal days are awarded to faculty as an entitlement under Paragraph 9.21.00 A, their use should be limited to only essential absences from scheduled classes. Personal days may be taken in half-day increments by the faculty member who may be absent from only a portion of any day's scheduled instruction.

It is the responsibility of the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer to account for personal days taken by curriculum faculty each year. It is also the responsibility of the Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer to monitor the use of personal days by curriculum faculty and the resulting effect on scheduled classroom instruction. The Vice President for Instruction/Chief Academic Officer has the authority to deny the use of personal days as with annual leave if it is determined that such use would be detrimental to the goal of effective instruction in the classroom.

G. Other Uses of Annual Leave

1. Annual leave may be used for medical appointments in lieu of sick leave.
2. Annual leave may be used for absences as a result of adverse weather conditions.
3. Annual leave may be used as funeral leave.
4. Annual leave must be taken when the school is closed for days other than holidays.
5. Annual leave may be used under the shared leave policy.

H. Time Chargeable for Leave

Only scheduled work hours shall be charged in calculating the amount of leave taken. Saturdays, Sundays, and/or holidays are charged only if they are scheduled workdays.
Leave shall be charged in units of time appropriate and consistent with the responsibility of managing absences in keeping with operational needs. Leave to be paid as terminal leave and leave to be exhausted before disability retirement or leave without pay shall be in units of one (1) hour. Annual leave taken may be charged in units of one-half hour.

I. Annual Leave Transferable

Unused annual leave may be transferred when an employee transfers between institutions of the community college system or between a community college system institution and a state agency, or to a local mental health, public health, social services, or civil defense agency, if the agency or institution is willing to accept the leave. Otherwise, the employee leaving state or institution service will be paid in a lump sum for accumulated leave.

When a local employee transfers from one (1) of the agencies or institutions listed above to a state agency, annual leave (not to exceed 240 hours) or any portion of unused leave may be transferred to the institution or state agency. If a person requests and is paid for unused leave at the time of transfer to or from a local agency or institution, this will not preclude consideration for transferring sick leave.

J. Separation Payment of Annual Leave – Terminal Leave

Lump sum payment for annual leave is made only at the time of separation. An employee shall be paid in a lump sum for accumulated leave not to exceed a maximum of 240 hours when he is separated from institution service due to resignation, dismissal, reduction-in-force, death, service retirement, or leave without pay for military purposes. Terminal leave will be paid, in full hours only, using an hourly rate of pay based on 2080 work hours per year. Should an employee be separated before he has earned all of the annual leave taken, it will be necessary to make deductions from his final salary check for overdrawn leave. It will be deducted in full hour units, i.e., a full hour for any part of an hour overdrawn.

Payment for annual leave may be made in the last month worked or in the next month's payroll for any annual leave balance. Retirement deduction shall be made from all terminal leave payments.

Receipt of lump sum leave payment and retirement benefits shall not be considered as dual compensation. In the case of a deceased employee, payment for unpaid salary, terminal leave, and travel must be made, upon establishment of a valid claim, to the deceased employee’s administrator or executor or to the Clerk of Court of the county of the deceased employee's residence. (Note: General Statutes 26-68.)
9.22.00 SICK LEAVE

A. Amount Earned

A full-time permanent employee who is working or on paid leave for one-half or more of the regularly scheduled workdays in any month shall earn sick leave computed at the following rate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours Earned Each Month</th>
<th>Hours Earned Each Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 hours</td>
<td>96 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A part-time permanent employee who is employed on a continuing basis with a permanent part-time appointment in a budgeted position for as much as half-time shall earn sick leave on a pro rata basis if he works one-half or more of the scheduled workdays in a month. The leave shall be computed on the same basis as annual leave.

B. Accumulation

Sick leave is cumulative indefinitely.

C. Advancement

The appointing institution may advance sick leave not to exceed the amount an employee can earn during the current fiscal year.

D. Verification of Sick Leave

The College may require a statement from a medical doctor or other acceptable proof that the employee was unable to work so that there will be no abuse of sick leave privileges.

E. Use of Sick Leave

Sick leave may be granted for:

1. illness/injury which prevents an employee from performing his usual duties,
2. death in the employee’s immediate family; not to exceed three (3) days,
3. medical appointments,
4. quarantine due to a contagious disease in the employee’s immediate family,
5. the actual period of temporary disability connected with childbearing,
6. Illness in the immediate family.*

*Immediate family is defined as: wife, husband, mother, father, brother, sister, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, daughter, son, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, father-in-law, mother-in-law, grandfather, grandmother, grandson, granddaughter, stepchildren, stepmother, and stepfather.

Employees must notify their immediate supervisor of all requests for sick leave before the leave is taken or not later than two (2) hours after the beginning of a scheduled workday. Sick leave must be approved by the immediate supervisor.

F. Sick Leave Charges

Only scheduled work hours shall be charged in calculating the amount of leave taken. Saturdays and/or Sundays are charged if they are scheduled workdays.

G. Transfer of Sick Leave

Unused sick leave shall be transferred when an employee transfers between state agencies. Sick leave may also be transferred to or from a local SPA agency of mental health, public health, social services, or emergency management, a public school, community college, or technical institute if the head of the employing agency or school administrative unit is willing to accept it.

H. Separation

Termination of Benefits: During the period of terminal leave, an employee ceases to earn leave and increments and ceases to be entitled to take sick leave.

Sick leave is not allowable in terminal leave payments when an employee separates from institution service. Should an employee be separated before he has earned all sick leave taken, it will be necessary to make deductions from his final salary check for overdrawn leave. It will be deducted in full hour units, i.e., a full hour for any part of an hour overdrawn.

Sick leave shall be exhausted before going on leave without pay because of extended illness. While an employee is exhausting sick leave, he earns all benefits for which he is entitled. There are exceptions when going on disability leave, parental leave, or workers' compensation leave.

The Parental Leave Policy is a part of the State Board of Community College's Sick Leave Policy.
I. **Reinstatement of Sick Leave**

   Employees separated because of a reduction-in-force shall be credited with accrued sick leave if reinstated within five (5) years.

   Employees granted leave without pay shall be credited with accrued sick leave when reinstated.

   Sick leave shall be reinstated when an employee returns from authorized leave without pay or when reinstated within five (5) years from any type of separation.

   Sick leave may be reinstated when an employee returns to state employment within five (5) years after separating from State Personnel Act employment with a local government, public school, community college, or technical institute.

J. **Retirement Credit**

   Accumulated sick leave at the time of retirement will be transferred to total service as provided under the North Carolina Teachers' and State Employees' Retirement System.

   One (1) month of credit is allowed for each twenty (20) days, or any portion thereof, of sick leave to an employee's credit upon retirement.

K. **Sick Leave Without Pay**

   Sick leave without pay may be granted by the College for the remaining period of disability after both sick and annual leave have been exhausted, or the employee may request disability salary continuation. In the event such leave exceeds one year, an extension must be requested. Requests for sick leave without pay must be directed to the President in writing for a specified period of time. The Disability Salary Plan is described in "Your Retirement System - How It Works."

L. **Sick Leave Records**

   The college maintains annual records for sick leave earned and taken for each employee. Institutions must retain sick leave records for all separated employees for a period of at least four (4) years from the date of separation.

9.22.01 **LEAVE WITHOUT PAY**

   Leave without pay may be granted to a full-time or part-time permanent employee for educational purposes which will better equip the employee for the performance of his duties and responsibilities; to do special work for the federal government; or when the state is to profit by the experience gained or the work
performed; for vacation purposes when paid leave has been exhausted; or for reasons deemed justified by the supervisor and the President.

1. **Maximum Amount:** Leave without pay normally shall not exceed twelve (12) months. Any exceptions to this should be agreed upon by the supervisor and the President.

2. **Employee Responsibility:** The employee shall apply, in writing, to his supervisor for leave without pay, specifying both the reasons leave is requested and the length of leave time requested. He is obligated to return to duty within or at the end of the time granted. If he finds he will not return to work, he should notify his supervisor immediately. Failure to report at the expiration of a leave of absence, unless an extension has been requested, may be considered as a resignation.

3. **College Responsibility:** The decision to grant leave without pay is an administrative one for which the President must assume full responsibility. Factors to consider are workload, need of filling the employee’s position, chances of employee returning to duty, and the College’s ability to reinstate the employee to a position of similar status and pay.

4. **Retention of Benefits:** The employee shall retain all accumulated sick leave, retirement status, and time earned toward his next increment. He ceases to earn leave on the date his leave without pay begins except in cases where an employee is drawing worker’s compensation. Leave without pay in excess of one-half the work days in a month (with the exception of authorized military leave and worker’s compensation leave) will delay the longevity anniversary date and the leave accrual date on a month-for-month basis.

5. **Payment for Non-Work Days:** A short period of leave without pay is considered to be not more than ten (10) workdays. If the employee is in pay status through a holiday, or for 1/2 or more of the workdays and holidays in the month, in case of short periods of leave without pay, pay is received for the holiday.

6. **Retirement Status:** If an employee is granted a leave of absence for purposes which tend to make him a more valuable employee, he may receive permission from the State Retirement System to make personal contributions to his retirement account during this period and receive service credit. The request must be made in advance by the President of the College and the College must agree to pay its share of the cost. Leave is restricted to a career total of two (2) years and this provision is limited to members who are under age 65.
7. **Reinstatement from Leave Without Pay:** An employee shall be reinstated, except as noted, to the same position or one of like seniority, status, and pay if he returns to duty with the College.

8. **Payment of Annual Leave and Continuation of Benefits:** An employee going on leave without pay may exhaust vacation leave or may retain part or all accumulated leave until the employee returns, the only exceptions being: (a) if an employee has accumulated vacation leave, all leave must be exhausted before going on leave without pay for vacation purposes, or (b) if an employee requests leave for other personal reasons for a period not to exceed ten (10) workdays, leave must be used if available; however, if the leave is for a period longer than ten (10) workdays, the employee may choose to use vacation leave or retain it for future use. Accumulated annual leave shall be exhausted rather than paid in a lump sum before an employee goes on leave without pay. Exceptions are: (a) maternity leave without pay, and (b) military leave without pay. Refer to **Sick Leave, 9.22.00** for provisions regarding sick leave without pay.

Annual leave is held to the employee's credit during periods of suspension. An employee, exhausting leave before going on leave without pay, shall continue to be in a leave earning capacity (refer to **Annual Leave, 9.21.00**), be eligible to take sick leave, be entitled to holidays (refer to **Legal Holidays, 9.32.00**), and be eligible for salary increments and promotional increases during the period covered by annual leave.

**9.23.00 FAMILY/MEDICAL LEAVE**

Any employee who is absent for three (3) or more consecutive days for sickness or for reasons covered under the Family and Medical Leave Policy will automatically be placed on family and medical leave. Employees will receive written notice that they have been placed on leave effective the first day of the eligibility period.

A. **Purpose**

The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 and the National Defense Authorization Act of 2008 were passed by Congress to balance the demands of the workplace with the needs of families to promote the stability and economic security of families, and to promote national interests in preserving family integrity; to minimize the potential for employment discrimination on the basis of sex by ensuring, generally, that leave is available for eligible medical reasons (including maternity-related disability) and for compelling family reasons; and to promote the goal of equal employment opportunity for women and men.
B. Definitions

1. **Parent** - a biological or adoptive parent or an individual who stood in loco parentis (a person who is in the position or place of a parent) to an employee when the employee was a child.

2. **Child** - is a son or daughter who is under 18 years of age or is 18 years of age or older and incapable of self-care because of a mental or physical disability, and who is:
   (a). a biological child,
   (b). an adopted child,
   (c). a foster child - a child for whom the employee performs the duties of a parent as if it were the employee's child,
   (d). a stepchild - a child of the employee's spouse from a former marriage,
   (e). a legal ward - a minor child placed by the court under the care of a guardian,
   (f). a child of an employee standing in loco parentis.

3. **Spouse** - a husband or wife.

4. **Next of Kin of a covered service member** – the nearest blood relative other than the covered service member’s spouse, parent, son, or daughter, in the following order of priority:
   Blood relatives who have been granted legal custody of the covered service member by court decree or statutory provisions, brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts and uncles, and first cousins, unless the covered service member has specifically designated in writing another blood relative as his or her nearest blood relative for purposes of military caregiver leave under the FMLA.

5. **Covered Service Member** – a member of the Uniformed Services who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, is otherwise in outpatient status, or is otherwise on the temporary disability retired list, for a serious injury or illness.

6. **Serious Health Condition** - (1) an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition that involves either inpatient care in a hospital, hospice, or residential medical care facility; or that involves continuing treatment by a health care provider involving two or more doctor visits within thirty days of the start of incapacity; (2) any period of incapacity requiring absence from work of more than three workdays that also involves continuing treatment by a health care provider; or (3) continuing treatment by a health care provider for conditions so serious that, if not treated, would likely result in an absence of more than three workdays. Prenatal care is also included. The period of actual physical disability
associated with childbirth is considered a serious health condition and must be taken as family/medical leave, whether as paid or unpaid leave.

In case of a member of the Uniformed Services, “serious injury or illness” means an injury or illness incurred by the member in line of duty on active duty in the Uniformed Services that may render the member medically unfit to perform the duties of the member’s office, grade, rank or rating.

7. **Outpatient Status of Covered Service Member** – with respect to a covered service member, means the status of a member of the Uniformed Services assigned to a military medical treatment facility as an outpatient or a unit established for the purpose of providing command and control of the Uniformed Services receiving medical care as outpatients.

8. **Qualifying Exigency** – a leave that applies only to families of members of the National Guard and reserves and certain retired members of the military, not to families of active members of the regular armed services. Following are reasons for which QE leave can be requested:
   (a). short-notice deployment (call or order given less than seven days before deployment)
   (b). military events and related activities (such as official military-sponsored ceremonies and family support and assistance programs as related to a member’s call to duty)
   (c). urgent child-care and school activities
   (d). financial and legal tasks (such as making or updating legal arrangements to deal with the family member’s active duty, such as obtaining financial and healthcare powers of attorney or transferring bank account signature authority.)
   (e). counseling for the employee or his minor child that isn’t already covered by the FMLA
   (f). to spend time with the covered service member on rest and recuperation breaks during deployment, for up to five days per break
   (g). post-deployment activities (such as arrival ceremonies and reintegration briefings for a period of 90 days following the termination of active duty status or to address issues from the service member’s death while on active duty)
   (h). other purposes arising out of the call to duty as agreed on by the employee and employer.

9. **Contingency Operation** – a call or order to, or retention on, active duty of members of the Uniformed Services during a war or during a national emergency declared by the President or Congress.
10. **Workweek** - The number of hours an employee is regularly scheduled to work each week.

11. **Reduced Work Schedule** - A work schedule involving fewer hours than an employee is regularly scheduled to work.

12. **Intermittent Work Schedule** - A work schedule in which an employee works on an irregular basis and is taking leave in separate blocks of time, rather than for one continuous period of time, usually to accommodate some form of regularly scheduled medical treatment.

13. **12-Month Period** - Richmond Community College designates the 12-month period as a "rolling" 12-month period measured backward from the date an employee uses any family/medical leave.

C. **Eligible Employees**

**Permanent Employees** - An employee is eligible if he has been employed with the College for at least twelve (12) months and has worked at least 1,040 hours (half-time) during the previous 12-month period.

**Temporary Employees** - This policy does not cover temporary employees since the maximum length of a temporary appointment is one (1) year; however, if by exception a temporary employee is extended beyond one (1) year, the employee would be eligible if they had worked at least 1,250 hours during the previous 12-month period. Any leave granted to a temporary employee would be without pay.

**Basic Family Leave** - An eligible employee is entitled to a total of twelve (12) workweeks of leave, paid or unpaid, during any 12-month period for one (1) or more of the reasons listed below. The reasons include:

1. For the birth of a child and to care for the child after birth, provided the leave is taken within a 12-month period following birth.
2. For the employee to care for a child placed with the employee for adoption, provided the leave is taken within a 12-month period following adoption.
3. For the employee to care for the employee's child, spouse, or parent, where that child, spouse, or parent has a serious health condition; or
4. Because the employee has a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the essential functions of the employee's position.

**Military Family Leave** – There are two types of Military Family Leave available.
1. **Qualifying Exigency** – An eligible employee is entitled to a total of twelve (12) workweeks of leave, paid or unpaid, during any 12-month period because of any qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the spouse, son, daughter, or parent of the employee is on active duty (or has been notified of an impending call or order to active duty) in the Uniformed Services in support of a contingency operation.

2. **Leave to care for covered service member** – An eligible employee who is the spouse, son, daughter, parent, or next of kin of a covered service member shall be entitled to a total of 26 workweeks of leave during a 12-month period to care for the service member recovering from an injury or illness suffered while on active duty. This one-time leave benefit shall only be available during a single 12-month period.

(Note: During the 12 month period, an eligible employee shall be entitled to a combined total of 26 workweeks of leave.)

Leave without pay beyond the 12-week (or 26, as appropriate) period or for employees not covered under the Family and Medical Leave Policy will be administered under the Sick Leave Without Pay Policy. Under these provisions, employees must pay for health benefits coverage.

**D. Leave Charges**

It is the responsibility of the agency to designate leave, paid or unpaid, as FMLA leave, based on information provided by the employee. This must be done before the leave starts or before an extension of leave is granted if the employee is already on leave. If an employee on paid leave has not provided information sufficient to determine whether it is to be designated as FMLA leave, the agency shall, after a period of ten (10) workdays, request that the employee provide sufficient information to establish an FMLA-qualifying reason for the needed leave. This does not preclude the agency from requesting the information sooner, at any time an extension is requested.

The employee has the following options for charging leave:

1. **Birth** - For the birth of a child, the employee may choose to exhaust available vacation and/or sick leave, or any portion thereof, or go on leave without pay, except that sick leave may be used only during the period of disability. This applies to both parents.

2. **Adoption** - For the adoption of a child, the employee may choose to exhaust available vacation leave, or any portion thereof, or go on leave without pay.
3. **Illness of Child, Spouse, or Parent** - For the illness of an employee's child, spouse or parent, the employee may choose to exhaust available sick and/or vacation leave, or any portion thereof, or go on leave without pay.

4. **Employee's Illness** - For the employee's illness, the employee shall exhaust available sick leave and may choose to exhaust available vacation leave, or any portion thereof, before going on leave without pay. If the illness extends beyond the 60-day waiting period required for short-term disability, the employee may choose to exhaust the balance of available leave or begin drawing short-term disability benefits.

5. **Qualifying Exigency** –, may use vacation/bonus leave, or any portion, or go on leave without pay to deal with issues arising because the family member is on active duty or has been called to active duty.

6. **Care of Service Member** - may choose to exhaust available sick and/or vacation/bonus leave, or any portion, or go on leave without pay to care for an injured family member.

Periods of paid leave and periods of leave without pay (including leave without pay while drawing short-term disability benefits) count towards the twelve (12) workweeks (or 26, as appropriate) to which the employee is entitled.

**E. Intermittent Leave or Reduced Work Schedule**

Pursuant to this policy, the employee may not take leave intermittently or on a reduced work schedule for childbirth and birth-related child care or for adoption unless the employee and College agree otherwise. When medically necessary, the employee may take leave intermittently or on a reduced schedule to care for the employee's child, spouse, or parent who has a serious health condition, or because the employee has a serious health condition. Intermittent leave may also be taken because of any qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the spouse, son, daughter, or parent is on active duty or has been notified of an impending call or order to active duty. There is no minimum limitation on the amount of leave taken intermittently.

If such leave is foreseeable, based on planned medical treatment, the College may require the employee to transfer temporarily to an available alternative position for which the employee is qualified, that has equivalent pay and benefits, and better accommodates recurring periods of leave.

Only the time actually taken as leave may be counted toward the 12 weeks of leave to which the employee is entitled when leave is taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule. (For example, an employee normally works 40 hours each
week. The employee is on a reduced work schedule of 20 hours per week. The FMLA leave may continue for up to 24 calendar weeks.)

If an employee works a reduced or intermittent work schedule and does not use paid leave to make up the difference between the normal work schedule and the new temporary schedule to bring the number of hours worked up to the regular schedule, submit documentation showing a change in the number of hours the employee is scheduled to work. This will result in an employee earning pay and leave at a reduced rate.

F. Employee Responsibility

The employee shall give notice to the supervisor for leave requested under this policy. (Applicable forms may be obtained from Human Resources.) The employee must explain the reasons for the needed leave so as to allow the agency to determine that the leave qualifies under the Act.

1. **Birth or Adoption** - The employee shall give the College no less than 30 days' notice, in writing, of the intention to take leave, subject to the actual date of the birth or adoption. If the date of the birth or adoption requires leave to begin in less than thirty (30) days, the employee shall provide such notice as is practicable.

2. **Planned Medical Treatment** - When the necessity for leave to care for the employee's child, spouse, or parent occurs, or because the employee has a serious health condition, the employee must make a reasonable effort to schedule the treatment so as to not unduly disrupt operations, subject to the approval of the employee's health care provider or the health care provider of the employee's child, spouse, or parent. The employee must also give thirty (30) days' notice if practicable of the intention to take leave, subject to the actual date of the treatment. The employee shall be deemed to have applied for leave under this policy when: (a) the employee is on approved leave but has not given written notice of the intent to take family or medical leave to the supervisor, (b) the employee utilizes leave for any purpose whether with or without pay for a period in excess of thirty (30) days, and (c) the basis for the leave falls within the scope of this policy. In these cases, the College shall notify the employee that time spent on paid leave or leave without pay during the 30-day period is a part of the twelve (12) workweeks of leave.

3. **Qualifying Exigency** – The employee shall provide such notice as is reasonable and practicable and adequate to determine eligibility for a qualifying exigency. (For example an employee might provide a copy of the service member’s active-duty orders.)
4. **Military Caregiver leave** – The employee shall provide certification from an appropriate military healthcare provider. (An “invitational travel authorization” form is also acceptable.)

In the event of a Medical Emergency requiring leave, the employee or employee’s representative, shall notify the College as soon as is practicable.

If the employee will not return to work after the period of leave, the college shall be notified in writing. Failure to report at the expiration of the leave, unless an extension has been requested, may be considered as a resignation.

G. **Certification**

For leave pursuant to this policy, the College may require that a claim for leave because of adoption be supported by reasonable proof of adoption.

The College may require that a claim for leave because of a serious illness of the employee or of the employee’s child, spouse, or parent be supported by a doctor’s certification which includes the following: (Form WH-380E for employee illness or Form WH-380F for family member illness.)

1. The date on which the serious health condition began,
2. The probable duration of the condition,
3. The appropriate medical facts regarding the condition,
4. A statement that the leave is needed to care for the child, spouse, parent, and an estimate of the amount of time that is needed; or that the employee is unable to perform the functions of the position, whichever applies,
5. Where certification is necessary for intermittent leave for planned medical treatment, the dates on which the treatment is expected to be given, and the duration of the treatment.

The College may require that a claim to care for a seriously injured service member be supported by an appropriate military healthcare providers certification which includes the following: (Form WH-385)

1. Date condition began,
2. Probable duration of the need for care,
3. For intermittent leave, the dates for follow-up treatment and the duration of the treatment.
The College may require that a claim for leave for a qualifying exigency be supported by a copy of official military document(s) related to the specific request. (Form WH-384) This may include items such as active duty orders, copy of meeting announcement for an information briefing, a document confirming an appointment with a counselor, etc.

Where the College has reason to doubt the validity of the certification, it may require the employee to get the opinion of a second doctor designated or approved by the College. Where the second opinion differs from the opinion in the original certification provided, the College may require the employee to get the opinion of a third doctor designated or approved jointly by the College and the employee. The third opinion is final and is binding on the College and the employee. The college may require that the employee get subsequent re-certifications on a reasonable basis. The second and third certification and the re-certifications must be at the College's expense.

H. Employment and Benefits Protection

1. **Reinstatement** - The employee shall be reinstated to the same position held when the leave began or one of like pay grade, pay, benefits, and other conditions of employment. The College may require the employee to report at reasonable intervals to them on the employee's status and intention to return to work. The College also may require that the employee receive certification that he is able to return to work.

2. **Benefits** - The employee shall be reinstated without loss of benefits accrued when the leave began. All benefits accrue during any period of paid leave; however, no benefits will be accrued during any period of leave without pay.

3. **Health Benefits** - The College shall maintain coverage for the employee under the state's group health plan for the duration of leave at the level and under the conditions coverage would have been provided if the employee had continued employment.
   
   (a). Employees are eligible to maintain health care coverage for themselves and their dependents during the FMLA leave period under the same conditions coverage would have been provided if the employee continued employment for the duration of the leave. The college is responsible for continuing its contributions for the employee's coverage during the FMLA leave period. Employees are obligated to continue to pay their contribution.

   (b). Employees who elect not to maintain coverage for themselves and/or dependents for the period of the leave will be entitled to
have their health care coverage resumed upon their return to work without a waiting period for pre-existing conditions.

(c). Employees who fail to pay their applicable contributions within the allowable 30-day grace period can have coverage discontinued by the College. If coverage is cancelled as a result of the employee's nonpayment of contributions, the coverage must be restored upon the employee's return to work at the end of the leave period without a waiting period for pre-existing conditions.

(d). Entitlement to leave and the College's contributions for health care ceases when it becomes known that an employee is not returning to work. This will constitute a "qualifying event" for both the employee and dependents under COBRA, whether or not the employee maintained coverage while on leave.

(e). The College may recover the premiums if the employee fails to return after the period expired for a reason other than the continuation, recurrence, or onset of a serious health condition or other circumstances beyond the employee's control.

I. Interference with Rights

1. Actions prohibited - It is unlawful to interfere with, restrain, or deny any right provided by this policy or to discharge or in any other manner discriminate against an employee for opposing any practice made unlawful by this policy.

2. Protected authority - It is unlawful to discharge or in any other manner discriminate against any employee because the employee does any of the following:
   (a). Files any civil action or institutes or causes to be instituted any civil proceeding under or related to this policy,
   (b). Gives, or is about to give, any information in connection with any inquiry or proceeding relating to any right provided by this policy,
   (c). Testifies, or is about to testify, in any inquiry or proceeding relating to any right provided under this policy.

J. Enforcement

Violations can result in any of the following or a combination of any of the following and are enforced by the U.S. Secretary of Labor:

1. U.S. Department of Labor investigation, or
2. Civil liability with the imposition of court costs and attorney's fees, or
3. Administrative action by the U.S. Department of Labor.
For further information, see the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993.


9.24.00 SHARED LEAVE PROGRAM

This policy is designed to provide a means of continued income for RCC employees experiencing serious and prolonged medical conditions. The policy would allow for the transfer of leave from one state employee to another only in medical situations that would otherwise cause the employee to be forced to be placed on leave without pay. Further, this policy is believed to be a humane approach for one (1) employee to assist another by allowing for the transfer or donation of leave at a critical time in one's life.

The Shared Leave Policy is the only means by which leave may be shared or transferred among employees. The sharing of leave among employees is otherwise prohibited. The Shared Leave Policy permits the sharing of leave only in instances of medical necessity. Such medical conditions must be of a prolonged, serious, or critical nature, generally considered to be at least twenty (20) consecutive workdays. If an employee has had previous random absences for the same condition that has caused excessive absences, or if the employee has had a previous, but different, prolonged medical condition with the last twelve (12) months, an exception to the 20-day period may be made.

For purposes of this policy, "medical condition" means medical condition of an employee or a family member of such employee that would result in a substantial loss of income to the employee. Medical conditions or illnesses that are considered to be routine, short-term, or sporadic shall not be considered for shared leave purposes. This would include such things as short-term recurrences of chronic allergies or conditions; short-term absences due to contagious diseases; or short-term recurring medical or therapeutic treatments. This would also include recurring headaches, sinus infections, bronchitis, or similar short-term medical conditions. These examples are illustrative, not all inclusive. Each case must be examined and decided based on its conformity to policy intent and must be handled consistently and equitably.

An employee may not directly or indirectly intimidate, threaten, coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, any other employee for the purpose of interfering with any right which such employee may have with respect to donating, receiving, or using leave under this program. Such action by an employee shall be grounds for disciplinary action up to and including dismissal on the basis of personal conduct.
Leave records are confidential and only individual employees may reveal their donation or receipt of leave. The employee donating leave cannot receive remuneration for the leave donated.

A. Eligibility

1. The employee must be in permanent, probationary, or trainee appointment status and eligible to earn leave. The limitation and leave balance for permanent part-time employees is prorated.

2. Medical information is protected under the Privacy Act. The prospective shared leave participant must therefore sign a medical release form authorizing the release of necessary medical information to determine eligibility for participation in the shared leave program. This release form also authorizes Human Resources to solicit leave on the employee's behalf. The employee is discouraged from soliciting his own leave. Human Resources must ensure that employees are neither directly or indirectly intimidated, threatened, or coerced for the purpose of interfering with any right which such employee may have with respect to donating, receiving, or using leave under this program.

3. The employee qualifies for participating in the program after exhausting all accumulated leave from his own personal account.

4. Requests for shared leave must be substantiated by a doctor's certificate which states specifically the nature of the illness and the anticipated length of disability. Additionally, the disabling condition must cause the employee to be absent from work a minimum of twenty (20) consecutive workdays in order to meet the definition of "prolonged." Shared leave shall be solicited on a current/as needed basis, and may be retroactive for up to thirty (30) calendar days. Shared leave donations must be received, documented, and appropriately accounted for within thirty (30) days of the expiration of the disability. An employee whose disability ended on June 30 has until July 30 to solicit leave. Personnel shall ensure the appropriate debiting and crediting of leave accounts for audit purposes.

5. An employee who has a medical condition and who receives benefits from the Disability Income Plan of North Carolina (DIPNC) is not eligible to
participate in the shared leave program. Shared leave, however, may be used during the required 60-day waiting period and following the waiting period provided DIPNC benefits have not begun.

6. An employee on workers' compensation leave who is drawing temporary total disability compensation may be eligible to participate in this program. Use of donated leave under the workers' compensation program would be limited to use during the required waiting period.

7. Non-qualifying conditions: The policy will not ordinarily apply to short-term or sporadic conditions or illnesses. This would include such things as sporadic, short-term recurrences of chronic allergies or conditions; short-term absences due to contagious diseases; or short-term recurring medical or therapeutic treatments. These examples are illustrative, not all inclusive. Each case must be examined and decided based on its conformity to policy intent and must be handled consistently and equitably.

8. State policy prohibits the banking of leave or the establishment of a leave "bank" for use by unnamed employees. Leave must be solicited as the need occurs and on an individual basis.

B. Application Procedure

1. Human Resources must receive official notification of a request to participate in the shared leave program. Such notification may come from the employee, the employee's supervisor, or from a coworker. Human Resources cannot assume responsibility for initiating the request.

2. Human Resources will contact the employee to verify the validity of the request, and will inform employee of the application procedures.

3. All requests for shared leave must be substantiated by a doctor's certificate stating the nature of the illness and the approximate recuperation time.

4. The employee must sign a medical release form authorizing Human Resources to solicit shared leave from other employees.

5. The employee will be notified of the decision to either grant or deny the request for participating in the shared leave program.

6. The College shall decide whether a request for shared leave is to be granted or denied; there is not an outside appeal process.

C. Recipient Guidelines

1. Participation in this program is limited to 1,040 hours (prorated for permanent part-time employees), either continuously or, if for the same condition, on a recurring basis. However, management may grant
employee continuation in the program, month by month, for a maximum of 2,080 hours, if management would have otherwise granted leave without pay.

2. Subject to the maximum of 1,040 hours, the number of hours of leave an employee can receive is equal to the projected recovery or treatment period, less the employee's combined vacation and sick leave balance as of the beginning of the recovery or treatment period. The employee must exhaust all available leave before using donated shared leave.

3. Leave donated to a recipient's leave account is exempt from the maximum accumulation carry over restrictions at calendar year end.

4. At the expiration of the medical condition, as determined by the college (substantiated by a doctor’s certificate), unused leave in the recipient's leave account shall be returned to the donor(s) on a pro rata basis.

5. If a recipient separates from the College, participation in the program ends. Donated leave shall be returned to the donor(s) on a pro rata basis.

D. Donor Guidelines

1. A non-family member donor may contribute vacation leave to another employee in any state agency, community college, or public school.

2. An immediate family member donor of any state agency, public school system, or community college may contribute vacation or sick leave to another immediate family member in any agency, public school or community college. Immediate family is defined as spouse, parent, children, brother, sister, grandparent, and grandchildren. Also included are the step, half, and in-law relationships.

3. The minimum amount of leave to be donated is four (4) hours.

4. An employee family member donating sick leave to a qualified family member under this program may donate up to a maximum of 1,040 hours, but may not reduce the sick leave account below forty (40) hours.

5. The maximum amount of vacation leave allowed to be donated by one (1) individual is to be no more than the amount of the individual's annual accrual rate. However, the amount donated is not to reduce the donor's vacation leave balance below one-half of the annual vacation leave accrual rate. Participation in the program is determined by the prospective donor's leave balance as of the end of the preceding month which should also be the month for which leave was last posted by the Business Office.

Example 1: An employee with five (5) but less than ten (10) years of eligible service earns 134 hours annually of vacation leave. Employee may contribute four (4) or more hours, but may not reduce vacation leave.
balance below 67 hours.

Example 2: An employee with more than twenty (20) or more years of eligible service earns 206 hours annually of vacation leave. Employee may contribute four (4) or more hours, but may not reduce vacation leave balance below 103 hours.

E. Accounting Procedures

1. The College shall establish a system of leave accountability which will accurately record leave donations and recipients' use. Such accounts shall provide a clear and accurate record for financial and management audit purposes. All records pertaining to granting and receiving shared leave are subject to audit.

2. Withdrawals from recipient's leave account will be charged to the recipient's account according to the usual leave policies.

3. Leave transferred under this program will be available for use on a current basis or may be retroactive for up to thirty (30) calendar days to substitute for leave without pay or advanced vacation or sick leave already granted to the leave recipient.

4. Each approved medical condition shall stand alone and donated leave not used for each approved incident shall be returned to the donors. Employees who donate "excess" leave (any amount above the 240 maximum allowable carryover) at the end of December may not have it returned.

9.25.00 PARENTAL LEAVE

Employees who are the natural parents of a newborn infant or the parents of a newly adopted child under five (5) years of age may request leave under provisions of this policy.

In accordance with the College’s policy on equal employment opportunity, female employees shall not be penalized in their condition of employment because they require time away from work caused by or contributed to by pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion, childbirth, and recovery. (Leave regulations discussed in this Section apply to parental leave only.)

Disabilities caused or contributed to by pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion, childbirth, and recovery there from are, for all job-related purposes, temporary disabilities and must be treated as such under any health or temporary disability insurance or sick leave plan available in connection with employment.
Sick leave can be used for parental purposes for the period of actual disability as a result of childbearing or recovery there from. To prevent discrimination, the employees going on parental leave will be permitted to exhaust annual leave and thus, gain the benefits being accorded other types of leave with pay.

A. **College Responsibility**

Parental leave, normally not to exceed six (6) months, shall be granted permanent, probationary, or provisional employees. Limitation of employment before childbirth is prohibited; therefore, based on the type and nature of work performed, the College shall be responsible for determining, in consultation with the employee and upon advice she has received from her physician, how far into the pregnancy she may continue to work before going on leave.

Her return to work should be within a reasonable length of time depending upon the advice of her physician. Leave may be extended to twelve (12) months, based on medical certification.

Reinstatement to the same position or to one of like seniority, status, and pay must be made upon the employee's return to work.

B. **Employee Responsibility**

Requests for parental leave shall be made in writing to the appropriate supervisor and to the President.

The employee is obligated to return to duty within or at the end of the time determined appropriate. If the employee is unable to return to work, the supervisor should be notified immediately. Failure to report at the expiration of a leave of absence, unless an extension has been requested and granted, may be considered a resignation.

C. **Annual Leave**

Annual leave need not be exhausted before going on leave without pay. If the period of annual leave overlaps with the period of temporary disability, annual leave should be exhausted until sick leave begins and the balance should be exhausted after sick leave is exhausted.

D. **Retention of Benefits**

During any period of leave without pay, the employee shall retain all accumulated unused sick leave, retirement status, and time earned toward the next increment. The employee will continue to earn sick and annual leave during the period of paid leave.
9.26.00 MILITARY LEAVE

The State Board of Community Colleges has approved the granting of military leave with pay for members of reserve components of the U.S. Armed Forces for certain periods of active duty training and for state military duty. For details, refer to Section 2D-0104 of the North Carolina Administrative Code.

9.27.00 FUNERAL LEAVE

A maximum of three (3) sick days may be taken for death of an immediate family member. For all other absences due to death, the employee must take vacation time or leave without pay. Immediate family member is defined in Section 9.24.

9.28.00 JURY DUTY/CIVIL LEAVE

Employees are entitled to leave with pay when serving on a jury or when subpoenaed as a witness. It is the responsibility of the employee to inform the supervisor when the jury duty or court attendance is scheduled and the expected duration of the leave.

A. Jury Duty

An employee who serves on a jury is entitled to leave with pay and regular compensation plus fees received for jury duty. The employee should report back to work as soon as jury duty is completed.

If jury duty occurs on a scheduled day off, the employee is not entitled to additional time off.

B. Court Attendance

When an employee attends court in connection with official duties, no leave is required. Fees received as a witness while serving in an official capacity shall be turned in to the College. (If court is on a day that would normally be an off-day, the time is to be considered as working time and included in the total hours worked per week.)

When an employee is subpoenaed or directed by proper authority to appear as a witness, civil leave with pay shall be granted. Any fees received shall be turned in to the College. The employee may use vacation leave rather than take civil leave with pay in which case any fees received may be retained. (This is not considered as work time.)

An employee who is a party (plaintiff or defendant) in a court procedure is not considered a "witness"; therefore, vacation time or leave without pay must be used for the purpose of attending court.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Richmond Community College is committed to employee professional development and encourages employees to further their education and training. This policy has been developed to provide guidance to employees and supervisors to assist in their professional development. It is important for all to remember that the first priority of any employee, however, is the welfare of the students to whom the College has a responsibility. In addition, the granting of a request for professional development should not create an undue hardship on any area of the College.

Primary purposes of professional development should be: to increase an employee’s knowledge in relation to their current job, to meet changing job requirements, to learn new technological advances, to satisfy accreditation requirements, or to provide support for advanced work for the mutual benefit of the individual and the College.

The President and the Board of Trustees may grant exceptions to this policy when determined that it is in the best interest of the College.

The various types of professional development are further described herein.

A. Educational Leave

The term "educational leave" is defined as the release from duties or time normally required of a full-time employee in carrying out their assigned responsibilities. It does not apply to off-duty time used for educational purposes.

Full-time Educational Leave With Pay

State funds may be used to pay salaries of personnel while on leave (NC Administrative Code 23-0103) provided all of the following conditions are met:

1. The employee is employed full-time permanent on a 9- or 12-month basis and has been in RCC’s employ for at least one year prior to the educational leave with pay.
2. Educational leave shall not exceed one semester per contract year and the studies engaged in shall be directly related to improving the competence of the employee in assigned duties.
3. The employee shall submit the Request for Educational Leave form and all required documentation to their supervisor a minimum of one month prior to the start of the requested leave. For return to industry requests, a letter from the industry where the employee plans to work and the purpose of the exchange must also be submitted.
4. The supervisor shall make a recommendation to the appropriate Vice President, who shall in turn review all requests and recommend to the President those from that area who are to be granted leave. The President shall make the final decision. Employees granted educational leave will receive an Educational Leave Contract.

5. Any employee granted educational leave is required to provide verification of class enrollment within the first two weeks of leave.

6. The employee is under contract to return to the College the following year, submit a written statement of intent to honor the contract, and furnish the College with transcripts or documentation of work performed while on educational leave.

7. Any employee who is granted educational leave and who leaves the employ of the College before one (1) year following such leave shall repay a pro rata part of the salary received while on educational leave.

8. The Board of Trustees must approve any other type of educational leave upon the recommendation of the President.

Part-time Educational Leave

Part-time educational leave may be requested when a class cannot be taken outside of an employee’s regular work hours. The eligibility and process requirements for a part-time leave are the same as the full-time requirements listed above, except that part-time leave is not restricted to one semester.

Educational Leave Without Pay

Leave without pay may be granted to full- or part-time permanent employees for educational purposes which will better equip the employee for the performance of their duties and responsibilities; or for reasons deemed justified by the supervisor and the President. The Request for Educational Leave form shall be used to request educational leave without pay. Leave without pay normally shall not exceed twelve (12) months. Any exceptions to this should be agreed upon by the supervisor and the President.

Employees who are granted educational leave without pay may, with the approval of the supervisor and President, take this time without pay or make-up the time.

Refer to Section 9.22.01 Leave Without Pay for complete information as it pertains to retention of benefits.
B. Tuition Free Courses

RCC recognizes the need for employees to continue their education and professional development and therefore provides for full-time permanent employees to enroll in one Richmond Community College curriculum or Workforce and Economic Development course per semester, as well as the summer term without payment of tuition or Workforce and Economic Development registration fee (self-supporting classes are excluded from this policy). A class may be taken under these conditions one time only. The employee is responsible for the cost of the textbook/required supplies and the student activity fee.

An employee shall complete the Employee Application for Course Tuition Waiver form to obtain permission to take a tuition free course. Application to take a course during an employee’s regular working hours must be made to the appropriate administrator no later than ten (10) working days prior to the first day of registration. This form must be signed and approved by the supervisor and forwarded to the President who gives final approval or disapproval prior to the first day of registration. The decision of the President is final and cannot be appealed.

Permission to enroll will normally be granted to an employee if the class is taken during the employee’s off-duty hours. Approval for classes taken during an employee’s regularly scheduled work hours may be approved under the following circumstances:

1. The College required the employee to take the course as a condition of continued employment. In this instance, the employee shall not be required to make up this time away from his workstation.

2. The course is not offered at another time during the year. In this instance, approval is given with the understanding that all time away from the workstation shall be made up on an hour-for-hour basis on a schedule approved by the supervisor. Approval for enrollment in a course is for waiver of charge only, not for absence from one’s normal duties except in the first instance.

3. The supervisor feels the course would help the employee improve their skills in their present position.

The supervisor will also take into consideration the workload of the department, the effectiveness of make-up work to be done, and the fair and uniform treatment of all employees.

Only one course taken on College time will be approved per semester for each employee. With the exception of approved staff development courses, arrangements for time away from work must be made as described above.
C. Other Professional Development Activities

Professional development is the responsibility of each faculty and staff member. College funding to support professional development activities is available on a limited basis. Each supervisor can advise the employee of the availability of funding and the range of activities available for funding. Activities may include, but are not limited to, conferences, seminars, regional/district meetings, return-to-industry, and in-house faculty and staff training. Activities for which employees are requesting reimbursement for travel expenses must follow the travel reimbursement protocol.

9.30.00 PARENTAL/VOLUNTEER SCHOOL LEAVE

A. Purpose and Uses

The purpose of parental/volunteer school leave is to promote employees' involvement in the education of youth and to promote employees' assistance to schools. Employees may take leave under this policy to:

1. meet with a teacher or administrator of any elementary school, middle school, high school, or child care program authorized to operate under the laws of the State of North Carolina concerning the educational development of the employee's children, stepchildren, or children over whom the employee has custody;
2. attend any function sponsored by the school or child care program as defined in subparagraph (1) above in which the children, stepchildren, or children over whom the employee has custody are participating. This provision shall only be utilized in conjunction with non-athletic programs that are a part or supplement to the College's or day care's academic or artistic program;
3. perform, by any employee without regard to parental status, school-approved volunteer work approved by a teacher, school administrator, or program administrator.

B. Amount of Leave

1. Full-time permanent employees may take up to four (4) hours of paid leave each fiscal year regardless of the number of children. The four (4) hours of leave will be credited on July 1 of each year. The four (4) hours of leave for part-time permanent employees will be prorated based on the number of hours they work per week.
2. New employees will be credited with the full four (4) hours of leave immediately upon their employment.
C. Approval of Leave

1. Employees must submit a written request and receive prior approval from their supervisor to use this leave. Once approved, the written request must be forwarded to the Human Resource Office.

2. Time away from work, pursuant to this policy, shall not exceed four (4) hours, and the leave is to be at a mutually agreed upon time.

3. The College may require written verification of the leave.

D. Noncumulative

Leave not taken in a fiscal year will be forfeited; it will not be carried over into the next fiscal year.

E. Separation

Employees will not be entitled to payment for this leave upon separation from the College.

9.31.00 WORKER’S COMPENSATION BENEFITS

While on worker’s compensation leave, the employee will continue to accumulate vacation and sick leave to be credited to his account for use upon return. If the employee does not return, vacation and sick leave accumulated during the first twelve (12) months will be paid in a lump sum along with other unused vacation.

While on worker’s compensation leave, an employee is eligible for any salary increases which would have been given had the employee been at work.


9.32.00 LEGAL HOLIDAYS

Effective July 1, 2009, consistent with the State, the College shall receive 11 to 12 paid holidays per calendar year to include the following:

- New Year’s Day
- Martin Luther King, Jr’s Birthday
- Good Friday
- Memorial Day
- Christmas Break
- Independence Day
- Labor Day
- Veteran’s Day
- Thanksgiving Break

Chapter 9 - 48
Employees are granted eight (8) hours away from work for each day designated as a holiday. Permanent part-time employees receive holidays on a pro rata basis. Temporary employees are not eligible for paid holidays. Annual leave must be taken when the school is closed for days other than holidays.

**Employees whose work schedules call for four ten-hour days per week will receive the same number of holiday hours over the course of a year as do employees with regular schedules. A special holiday schedule will be distributed to them each year.**

If the employee is in pay status through a holiday, or for ½ or more of the workdays and holidays in the month in case of short periods of leave without pay, pay is received for the holiday. Pay is not received for a holiday that occurs before the beginning date of employment or after the last day of work when an employee separates or goes on extended (over half the workdays in a month) leave without pay.

*History note: Amended Effective: May 5, 2009 for 11-12 holidays per year.*

### 9.33.00 LONGEVITY POLICY

Annual longevity payments are made to community college employees after ten (10) years of aggregate service to the State of North Carolina.

**A. Persons Eligible for Longevity Pay**

A permanent full-time or permanent part-time employee of the College shall receive longevity pay when he meets the requirements of total qualifying service. An employee assigned to a permanent full-time or permanent part-time position is eligible for longevity pay only after the date the employee has completed ten (10) years of total permanent service with a community college, a school administrative unit, or a qualifying agency.

**B. Amount of Longevity Pay**

Longevity pay amounts are computed by multiplying the employee's annual base or contract salary rate as of the eligibility date by the appropriate percentage, rounded to the nearest dollar, in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of Aggregate State Service</th>
<th>Longevity Pay Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 years but less than 15 years</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years but less than 20 years</td>
<td>2.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 years but less than 25 years</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 years or more</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Longevity pay is not considered a part of annual base or contract pay nor is it to be represented in personnel and payroll records as a part of annual base or contract salary. (Salary increases, effective on the same date as the longevity eligibility, shall be incorporated in the base pay before computing longevity.)

C. **Time and Method of Payment**

1. Longevity payments to eligible employees are automatic.
2. Payment shall be made in a lump sum, subject to all statutory deductions, during the monthly pay period in which the employee has satisfied all eligibility requirements.
   (a). Eligible employees on worker’s compensation leave shall receive longevity payment in the same manner as if they were working.
   (b). If an employee retires, resigns, dies, or is otherwise separated on or after the date of becoming eligible for a longevity payment, the full payment shall be made to the employee or to the estate of the employee in case of death.
   (c). If, on the effective date of this policy, an employee has completed the qualifying length of service but is between eligibility dates, longevity payment will be made on the next longevity anniversary date.
   (d). If the employee has worked part but not all of one year since qualifying for longevity payment, the employee shall receive a pro rata payment in the event of (1) separation from the college; or (2) change in employment status to temporary part-time or to a position not covered in this policy.
   (e). If an employee is separated from the College and receives a partial longevity payment and is employed by another community college, school administrative unit, or state agency, the balance of the longevity payment shall be made upon completion of additional service totaling twelve (12) months for an employee having a 12-month period of employment. The balance due is computed on the annual or contract salary being paid at the completion of the requirement.
   (f). If an eligible employee at the time of separation has a fraction of a year toward the next higher percentage rate, payment shall be based on the higher rate; however, the basic eligibility requirement for longevity must have been satisfied before this provision can apply.
(g). Leave without pay in excess of one-half the work days in a month (with the exception of authorized military leave and worker's compensation leave) will delay the longevity anniversary date on a month-for-month basis.

D. Eligible Aggregate State of North Carolina Service

Total service for the longevity pay plan is based on a month-for-month computation of permanent full-time and permanent part-time (twenty [20] hours or more, but less than full-time) employment with:

1. An institution in the community college system or a school administrative unit regardless of the source of salary and including state, local or other paid employment.
   (a). Employment for a school year is equivalent to one full calendar year (credit for a partial year is given on a month-for-month basis).
   (b). In no event will an employee earn more than a year of total service credit for a twelve (12) month period.
   (c). If an employee is in pay status (working, exhausting vacation or sick leave, or when on workers' compensation leave, or is on authorized military leave) for one-half or more of the regularly scheduled workdays in a month, credit shall be given for the entire month. Credit is not given for periods which the employee is receiving disability pay.

2. Departments, agencies, and institutions of the State of North Carolina.

3. Other governmental units which are now agencies of the State of North Carolina.

4. County Agricultural Extension Service.

5. Local mental health, public health, social services, or civil preparedness agencies in North Carolina if such employment is subject to the State Personnel Act.

6. Authorized military leave.
   (a). Credit for military leave is granted only for persons who were employees of the State of North Carolina who were granted leave without pay:
      (1). for a period of involuntary service plus 90 days or for a period of voluntary enlistment for up to four (4) years, plus ninety (90) days, so long as they returned to employment in a covered agency within the ninety (90) days; or
(2). for a period of active duty for service, alerts, or required annual training while in the National Guard or in a military reserve program.

(b). Employees who enlist for more than four (4) years or who re-enlist shall not be eligible for military leave.

(c). Employees hospitalized for a service-connected disability or injury shall be granted additional leave without pay for the period of hospitalization plus ninety (90) days or for twelve (12) months, whichever is shorter. The hospitalization must commence before reinstatement into qualifying service for these provisions to apply.

E. Non-Eligible Service

Total service for the longevity pay plan does not include:

1. Temporary service, i.e., service by an employee who works in a temporary position or who is working temporarily in the absence of a permanent employee on leave of absence.
2. Periods of out-of-state employment with other states, schools, colleges, or universities.
3. Periods of employment with agencies of the federal government.
4. Periods of military service other than those categories described above.
5. Periods of employment for employers other than the State of North Carolina even though credit in the North Carolina Retirement System has been purchased for such employment.

F. Source of Funds

Longevity pay shall be made from the same source of funds and in the same pro rata amounts from which the employee’s regular salary is paid (e.g., state, federal, local funds).

1. Local Trustees may provide longevity payments to employees from other than state-allotted funds.
2. Only personnel employed in positions allotted by the formula shall receive longevity pay from the longevity reserve. An additional allocation will be made for this purpose.
3. Employees in state-allotted positions paid with state-allotted funds other than regular formula allotments shall receive longevity pay from the same source of funds as their salary payment.
4. Employees paid with the following specified funds shall receive longevity pay from these respective sources:
(a). Adult basic education funds,
(b). Human Resource Development funds,
(c). New industry funds and Small Business Center funds,
(d). Special allotment funds,
(e). Federal vocational education funds, and
(f). Local funds.

G. Permanent Full-Time Service

This is service which enables an employee to be eligible for all fringe benefits such as retirement and health insurance.

H. Permanent Part-Time Service

This is service by an employee who works at least half-time in a position of permanent full-time service.

I. Temporary Service

This is service by an employee who is working in a temporary position or who is working temporarily in the absence of a permanent employee on leave of absence. This service shall not be included as aggregate service.

J. Date of Eligibility

The earliest possible date of eligibility for a longevity payment is the date the permanent employee has completed ten (10) years of aggregate State of North Carolina service.

Upon change of employment status to temporary or to a position not covered in this policy, the employee is ineligible for continued longevity pay. If the employee has worked part but not all of one year since the last annual longevity payment, the employee shall receive a pro rata payment as if the employee were separated.

K. Longevity Anniversary Date

An employee's longevity will be delayed one month for each month he is on leave without pay for over half the workdays in a month. In cases of military leave without pay, educational leave, and while drawing worker's compensation, the longevity anniversary date does not change.
L. **Responsibility for Implementation**

The President of the College shall be responsible for determining the quantity of qualifying service and the longevity anniversary date for each eligible employee.

9.34.00 **FRINGE BENEFITS**

A. **North Carolina Teachers' and State Employees' Retirement System**

Membership in the North Carolina Teachers' and State Employees' Retirement System is required of all full-time permanent employees and who work at least 30 hours/week at least 9 months/year. Details are available in the publication "Your Retirement System - How It Works."

B. **Disability Salary Continuation**

Full-time employees are covered without cost to the employees. Employees become eligible for benefits after one year of employment. Details are available in the publication "Your Retirement System - How It Works."

C. **Death Benefit**

After one (1) year of membership in the Retirement System, if the employee dies in service or within 180 days of the last day for which he was paid a salary, he automatically is eligible for a death benefit. It is free, but is not portable if the employee should leave State service.

The beneficiary is paid an amount equal to the salary earned in the highest twelve (12) months in a row during the 24 months before death, but no less than $25,000 or no more than $50,000.

D. **Health Insurance**

The College pays the cost of health insurance for full-time permanent employees and ¾-time permanent employees unless otherwise required by law. Current premium and coverage information is available in the Human Resource Office for employees as it is received from the state office. Half-time permanent faculty and their dependents are eligible for coverage on a self-pay basis.

E. **NC Model Teachers Education Consortium**

All permanent employees who are pursuing their degree in education or education related (i.e. counseling) field are eligible to participate with the consortium.
The consortium helps pay some of the expenses of obtaining a degree. For more information contact the Human Resource Office.

F. **North Carolina State Employees’ Credit Union**

   Membership in the North Carolina State Employees’ Credit Union is available to any permanent employee. Payroll deductions to the Credit Union may be made for savings, loans, etc.

G. **State Employees’ Association of North Carolina (SEANC)**

   All employees who are members of the North Carolina Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System are eligible for enrollment in the State Employees’ Association of North Carolina. Contact the Director of Human Resources for more information.

H. **State 401-K Plan**

   All employees who are members of the North Carolina Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System are eligible for enrollment in the supplemental retirement system. Contact the Director of Human Resources for more information.

I. **Flexible Benefits Plan**

   Premiums for unreimbursed medical expenses, dependent daycare, disability, dental, and cancer premiums can be deducted on a pre-tax basis through payroll deduction. Enrollment in this program is open to all permanent employees during the annual enrollment period. Contact the Director of Human Resources for more information.

9.35.00 **BUDGET DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT**

A. **Background**

   In order to optimize the College’s resources and apply them to fulfill the mission, budget must be developed and maintained on an institutional and departmental basis. The College budget is linked to and driven by the annual initiatives and expected outcomes developed through annual planning forms. The interconnection of the budget to planning is a cornerstone of the College’s comprehensive planning system. While budgeting is a college-wide function with participation required from all employees, the Executive Vice President is responsible for institutional budget development and management under the authority of the President.
B. Budget Development

As expected outcomes are identified at the departmental level each spring, Budget Request Forms should be submitted which reflect the anticipated costs for ongoing operations and new activities in each department. These requests should be linked directly to the expected outcomes identified in the Annual Planning Documents. Upon approval from the respective Vice President, Budget Request Forms should be submitted to the Executive Vice President for review and compilation.

The President’s Leadership Team will review, prioritize, and approve the requests from each department for new personnel and equipment. Requests for other costs, which include supplies and travel funds, will be approved by the administration. The Executive Vice President will compile approved requests and develop the final budget based on the requests and available allocations, and submit it to the President for review. The President will present the final budget to the Board of Trustees for adoption in the fall.

C. Budget Management

Upon adoption by the Board of Trustees, the budget will be disseminated to the managers of the departments. These managers will be responsible for operating within their respective budgets and adjusting their operations accordingly. To assist employees in understanding their budgets and the process, the Executive Vice President will conduct regular workshops and training sessions.

The Executive Vice President will report to the President regularly on the status of the College Budget. The Board of Trustees will receive formal reports on the budgets on a quarterly basis or as requested.

9.36.00 AUTHORIZATION FOR PRESIDENT TO APPROVE FEES

Specific student fees are approved by the Board of Trustees. Specific fees must be used for the purposes for which they are charged and collected. To allow the College the flexibility to create and offer new Workforce and Economic Development classes, the Board authorizes the President to approve specific fees until the next Board meeting.

9.37.00 INVESTMENT POLICY

Investment and management of college funds will be in accordance with North Carolina General Statute 115D-58.6. The Budget, Finance, and Investment Committee of the Board of Trustees shall make recommendations to the Board on investment options and monitor the performance of investments.
The three goals of the College’s investment policy are in order of priority:

1. Safety of assets: Preservation of capital is the primary goal of the investment plan. Investments will only be placed in secure, insured, investments held with legally recognized, Board-approved financial institutions.

2. Liquidity of assets: In order to maintain financial stability and flexibility, investments will be appropriately available for immediate use.

3. Return on investments: A rate of return commensurate with the required level of safety and liquidity will be sought in all College investments.

The Executive Vice President will review the College investments with the President on a regular basis. The Executive Vice President is responsible for monitoring all investments, reporting the results of all short term investments, and modifying these investments as needed to meet the college’s cash needs. All long term investments will be recommended by the Executive Vice President to the President for approval by the Board of Trustees.

The board of trustees shall discharge their duties with respect to the management and investment of college funds as follows:

1. Investment decisions shall be solely in the interest of the college and the students, faculty, and staff of the college.

2. The investments shall be for the exclusive purpose of providing an adequate return to the college.

3. Investments shall be made with the care, skill, and caution under the circumstances then prevailing which a prudent person acting in a like capacity and familiar with those matters would use in the conduct of an activity of like character and purpose.

4. Investment decisions shall be made impartially, taking into account the best interest of the college, with special attention to conflicts of interest or potential conflicts of interest.

5. Investments shall incur only costs that are appropriate and reasonable.


9.38.00 CASH MANAGEMENT POLICY

Richmond Community College is committed to prudent financial management and utilization of all assets, including available cash. The Executive Vice President is responsible for insuring the College’s Cash Management Plan is in full compliance with all state and federal regulations and requirements.
